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CAMP ETIQUETTE RULES

Please slowly read (and contemplate at length)
The FESTIVAL and CAMP RULES
Complaints regarding behaviour will be treated on a
two strike basis - first one gets a warning, second strike
results in being escorted from grounds.
1.

ESCHEW OBFUSCATION! Do it!!

2.

NO DOGS

3.

NO GLASS

4.

NO UNATTENDED FIRES

5.

NO AGGRESSION, FIGHTING OR SWEARING

6.

NO CAR STEREOS, RADIOS, BLASTERS,
OR AMPLIFIERS TO BE USED IN THE CAMP

7.

NO FIREWORKS

8.

NO ILLICIT DRUGS

9.

NO LIQUOR IN MAIN STAGE AREA

10. NO INTOXICATED PEOPLE ON SITE
NO UNDER AGED DRINKING
11. NO UNAUTHORIZED VEHICLES
12. BEACH IS CLOSED AT SUNDOWN. RIVER CAN BE
DANGEROUS - DON’T SWIM ALONE.
SWIM AT OWN RISK
13. NO LITTERING/ RECYCLE IN PROPER BINS
– PLEASE CLEAN UP AFTER YOURSELF
14. USE THE PORTABLE TOILETS, NOT THE BUSH
15. GENERATORS ONLY PERMITTED 10AM-1PM DAILY
16. GATE WILL BE CLOSED FOR RE-ENTRY AT
1:00 AM NIGHTLY
(BOX OFFICE CLOSES AT 11)
17. HAVE A GREAT WEEKEND!!!

This years’ graphic
This year’s graphic and poster provided by
the talented hand/mind of Ryland Moranz.
You may be aware that the moth represents
rebirth in some cultures… and also the
irresistible urge to be the flame!

Inside
Camp Etiquette RULES
Bill Bourne Dedication
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DEDICATION:
HATS OFF PLEASE, FOR BILL BOURNE
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stages at countless festivals: many of you will no
doubt remember Bill’s appearance at several South
Country Fairs.
Bill was certainly a prolific artist, writing original
music from early on and recording. He enjoyed
a rare, deep understanding and mastery of the
acoustic guitar (and that remarkable voice!) and
applied it with great skill to a variety of folk styles
both contemporary and traditional but he was a
selfless mentor as well… beyond the recognition
he received from a half dozen Juno nominations
including sharing two wins, one with Alan Macleod
and another with Shannon Johnson, it was Bill’s
need to play music which drove him. From the
humble circumstances of a kitchen party to Saturday
pub jams, to soft seat venues, his collaborative
nature and unique persona was the glue for a great
deal of music as it evolved and was expressed in our
province.

Pat Martino, one of the remarkable jazz guitarists of
the late 20th Century once said that making music
is all about relationships, and that the connection
between musicians is at least as important and
perhaps more so, as the skills they each possess.
This is, not surprisingly, exactly the case with William
Sigurd Bourne.
Of Icelandic heritage, Bill already had a place
reserved in Alberta history - his great grandfather
was Stephan G. Stephansson, an early settler of the
Markerville area, and a prolific poet in the Icelandic
tradition… talk about tough shoes to fill! But Bill did.
Born in Red Deer in 1954, Bill called Edmonton
home. He travelled extensively across Canada and
internationally in a variety of projects stretching
back to the 70s including Edmonton’s Sweetgrass,
with Tri-Continental and Scotland’s ragamuffin
Celtic group The Tannahill Weavers, with Bourne &
Macleod, Bourne & Johnson, the Amoeba Collective
with Tippy Agogo, his collaboration with Eivør
Pálsdóttir, not to mention a long run with John
Armstrong’s Christmas Carol Project, and as a solo
artist. To mention only a few! He graced countless

In the words of longtime friend Terry Smith,
“Bill appeared to be completely without ego. He
played with everyone and anyone, and at every
opportunity. He was a Juno award winning Canadian
and a national treasure.”
Terry goes on, “We were lucky to have him in
Edmonton. He was a mentor for so many. Wherever
he went, wherever he played, he inspired creativity
and collaboration. I watched many of those
moments at song-writer stages at festivals - he’d
be playing along with another musician, listening,
leaning over his guitar, and then suddenly he’d get
them, look over in appreciation, and he’d be ‘in it’.
Until the pandemic, at the Newcastle, he ran one
of the best open stages Edmonton has ever had.
His input and participation in John Armstrong’s
Christmas Carol Project was epic, such an innovative
project. I know it was a collaborative project with
some of Alberta’s best creatives, but as the face of
the project, Bill was truly the glue. Bill was always
genuine, as was his passion for peace and love. In
short, Bill was incredibly creative, exceptionally
gifted, genuinely open, enduringly humble, and
Canada’s most accessible Juno winner.”
Bill Bourne passed away April 16th this year after a
courageous battle with cancer.
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Welcome to SCF #34!

This is a special and poignant iteration of South
Country Fair… who could have known there
would be an intermission that lasted 2 whole years? Lots has
changed in that time, but the one thing that thankfully has
endured is our shared Great Love for good music and our
urge to gather in the spirit of conviviality.
We are blessed and fortunate to find ourselves on the
traditional land and territory of the Nitsitapi - Kainai, Piikani
and Siksika - the Blackfoot speaking people who have
walked these lands for thousands of years. Take a quiet few
moments to join with and feel that presence, one that has
endured many hardships and challenges but remains strong
and unbroken.
South Country Fair is a window to a vast three dimensional
World of tradition that expresses through roots and folk
festival celebrations everywhere. More of a cost sharing
scheme for group therapy on multi-nodal, very deep healing
and fundamental levels, the sign over the road into the
Kerrville Festival in Texas says it all - It Could Be This Way
Always.
Dance, sing, take care of each other. Above all, be harmless.
And whatever you do, don’t forget...

Contact information
South Country Fair Association
www.southcountryfair.com
subscribe to our electronic newsletter!
office@southcountryfair.com

Getting
involved
with SCF
isn’t hard
Going Deeper

As much as we are about the music
South Country Fair is also about making
connections. We’re as much about
relationships as the musicians who
frequent our tent city. If you are feeling
the pull maybe volunteering is something
you might consider as a way of closing
the circuit. We like every bonafide festival
anywhere always need help, on many
different levels. You’ll receive a break
on your ticket, a free BBQ and soiree on
Thursday evening before we get into the
weekend and a commemorative teeshirt.
You will find more information during
the festival at the Volunteer Lounge, or
contact April, volunteer4scf@gmail.com.
And hey, don’t go changin’!

Box 1251, Fort MacLeod, AB T0L0Z0
South Country Fair gratefully acknowledges
the financial support we receive from the
Government of Canada through the Canadian
Heritage Canada Arts Presentation Fund, and
indirectly through the participation of Canada
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Council For The Arts. We also thank the people
of Alberta for the perennial support we enjoy
and designed to benefit all Albertans via the Arts
Organization Operating Grant, a program of The
Alberta Foundation For The Arts.
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The Artists
Alien Rebels

youtu.be/PTUCN01t56Q
“We will be forever grateful for the SCF
(The second festival we ever played).”
Jamming years ago at the Black
Diamond Hotel one Saturday
afternoon the jam was particularly hot.
Somebody asked them if they were a
band and before anybody could think
Suitcase said without hesitation… “Yes
we are”. Apparently he had a personal motto… “Always take
the gig!” The looseness of their arrangements made each show
unique and a lot of fun. Mark, Lance, Suitcase James and Kevin
prefer original or obscure songs. It is an open meeting of long
time friends (who are not afraid to be a bit silly). That is the
Alien Rebels…their show is a party and everyone is invited.
– Calgary, AB

April Verch & Cody Walters

nearnorthmusic.com/roster/april-verch-cody-walters
Husband and wife duo April Verch &
Cody Walters is a true partnership of
two world-class musicians. Combining
their unique backgrounds from Verch’s
native Ottawa Valley and Walters’
heartland roots in Kansas, their music
showcases endless creativity and
versatility—transitioning effortlessly
from traditional Ottawa Valley step
dancing and fiddle tunes, to old-time
fiddle-banjo duets with tight-knit
vocal harmonies, to innovative
sandpaper foot percussion contrasted
against Verch’s sweet soprano voice.
Having played together as members of The April Verch Band
since 2007 (and having been married since 2018), the music of
April Verch & Cody Walters hums with the ease and playfulness
that can only be cultivated through deep understanding and
trust—as musicians and as partners. – Ottawa Valley

Beautiful Joe

.facebook.com/beautifuljoeband

A Million Dollars in Pennies

amilliondollarsinpennies.net

A Million Dollars in Pennies began
as a harmony-driven duo
delivering a fresh take on
traditional acoustic folk music.
Songs about bridges, songs about
places, songs about train wrecks
and songs about Grandma. Mike
and Steph Shaver released their
first album, Gone, right before
they toured across Canada by
bicycle. In early 2020 the band released a new 11-song album
that ventures past the folk realm, and tips its cap to the
country, rock and singer-songwriter greats. A Million Dollars in
Pennies played two shows in support of the new album,
Decade In Spin, before the whole world retreated into their
COVID bunkers. With the world opening up, and a new family
member in tow, the band will be bringing some new songs and
are looking forward to being back on the road for summer
2022. – Revelstoke, BC

Beautiful Joe was easily
one of the more unique
bands to come out of
Calgary in the midnineties, a short-lived
supernova that recorded a
live album with legendary
producer Brian Ahern and
managed to blow-up the Toronto club scene in one explosive
weekend packing the Horseshoe and other clubs with record
execs and “happening” producers before crashing and burning
shortly after (but not before guesting on one of the last Rita
Macneill shows!). The band all have managed to keep in touch
so it only seems natural for them to re-unite once in a while
when the time is right. Get ready to shake it to three “rootsy”
songwriters from very different styles and backgrounds - Jane
Hawley, Steve Pineo and Tim Leacock - paired with a
powerhouse rhythm section consisting of Ross Watson and
Danny Patton. – Calgary, AB

Benj Rowland

benjrowland.com

Andrew Scott
Andrew Scott is a singer/songwriter,
performer, educator, podcaster and
father based in Beaumont, Alberta.
His fun and upbeat songs are a blend
of traditional folk, blues, yodels and
chinwag storytelling. One thing he is
particularly passionate about is the
ukulele. Swing by for either the
beginner or intermediate workshop
and see what the fuss is all about! All
ages and stages welcome! –
Beaumont, AB

Born and raised in the
Peterborough, ON area, Benj
Rowland is the singersongwriter and
instrumentalist behind the
well loved Canadian folk
duo Mayhemingways. Having toured across Canada many
times as part of a band, Community Garden is Benj’s first solo
album released under his own name. Recorded and produced
by Joel Plaskett at his Dartmouth Studio, the album features a
collection of songs that speak to small town Ontario and tell
stories about the life of an independent Canadian musician.
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Big Fancy

Eugene Chadbourne

Invoking the masters of Old-Time
Country, Big Fancy roams the land, a
true troubadour moonshiner with a
sharp wit and love-lorn voice. With his
band, The Shiddy Cowboys, he will
deliver his own brand of Sweat-pant
wearing Loser Country.

Doc Chad’s music is so unique, and his
output over more than nearly a half
century of music-making is so vast as to
defy description. He is truly a
Renaissance man, a rebel among rebels
on a musical odyssey between the Bow
River and the edges of the known
musical universe. He began playing
guitar as a young Colorado lad in the
heyday of the “British invasion”. Of particular interest to the Fort
MacLeod setting would be the actual beginning of his
recording career: he pressed his Volume One: Solo Acoustic
Guitar in Calgary while employed as a staff entertainment
writer at the Calgary Herald. Each performance and each
listening is unique, as is his list of collaborators including
Camper Van Beethoven, The Red Clay Ramblers, Jimmy Carl
Black and John Zorn. – North Carolina, USA

bigfancy.bandcamp.com/music

Circus Acts Insomniacs
circusactsinsomniacs.com

Circus Acts Insomniacs are a
dynamic performance troupe
offering a visceral experience
through ritualistic dance,
awe-inspiring aerial acrobatics
and powerful fire choreography. The relationship between
music and movement influences their unique storytelling into
universal means of communication. By exposing crowds to the
interactive capacity of performance they strive to spark your
imagination. Sit back and enjoy the magic of the show and
don’t be shy to dive into the mesmerizing and truly unique
world of Circus Acts Insomniacs. – British Columbia

Copperhead

wearecopperhead.com

Copperhead makes folk music for
the 21st century, born not in the
bucolic countryside but in
downtown alleyways, with punk
and acid rock peering around the
corners. Lurking around the
deliciously dark intersection of lo-fi, post-industrial noise, R&B
and minor-key murder ballad, Copperhead immerses
audiences in ambient, expansive soundscapes with texture
and reverb, anchored by lead singer Liz Stevens goosebumpinducing smoky contralto and gorgeously dark and dreamlike
lyrical narratives. – Calgary, AB

Emily Triggs

emilytriggs.com
Following Emily’s widely accepted release
‘When Guinevere Went Under’, Triggs is
busting down walls that confine an artist to
expectations with her sophomore album
‘Middletown’. Triggs has truly come into her
own stepping out as a solo artist and has
embraced the spotlight including
performances at Vancouver and Calgary
Folk Music Festivals. Possessing an instrument evocative of folk
artists from the ‘60s and ‘70s, Triggs’ alto is bright and clear
with a comforting classic and contemporary sound in equal
measure; classic surely as a result of her folk family,
contemporary due to surrounding herself with some of the
countries best musical collaborators. Triggs continues to push
boundaries of the folk/roots genre, sharing stories through
songs with an endearing simplicity that belies their emotional
depth. – Calgary, AB

eugenechadbourne.com

Taylor Ackerman’s
Global Acid Reset

tackerman.com

Taylor Ackerman is a producer,
songwriter, multi-instrumentalist,
recording and mix engineer. He has been
involved in the Alberta music scene since
2006 and began the Global Acid Reset
project in 2017 while living in Halifax, NS.
Be prepared for light and dark, heavy and light, up and down,
fast and slow, complex and dynamic textures suffused with
nuanced observations and commentary on the human
condition… with a lime twist. – Lethbridge, AB

Hawksley Workman
hawksleyworkman.com

Hawksley Workman is a JUNO
Award-winning and Gold Record
certified singer-songwriter and
multi-instrumentalist. Since his
ground-breaking self-produced
indie debut For Him and The Girls
(1999) through to chart-topping
singles of 2020’s, Hawksley has careened between major label
international smash hits to Canadiana soaked indie releases.
Boasting a catalogue of 17 solo records, Hawksley’s genre
defying style strings together folk, chart pop and irrepressible
cabaret. His show-stopping vocals on songs about weather,
love, heartbreak and tales of end-times have garnered him a
league of devoted fans. Hawksley has headlined prestigious
venues like Massey Hall and The Olympia in Paris. For a
uniquely Canadian artist Hawksley has built loyal fan bases in
the UK, France, Norway and Australia launching many
successful tours, demystifying and delighting fans while
drawing on an enviable catalogue of mischievous favourites,
glammy stompers and heartfelt hymns to small town Canada.
– Toronto, ON
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Ifriqiyya Electrique
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ifriqiyya-electrique.org

One can expect that at some
point while Brian Gysin was
exploring the origins of slavery
at the edges of the Magreb in
the 1950s he encountered
Banga, an ancient healing tradition Ifriqiyya Electrique
eventually fused with the Punk ethos (as it still expresses in
places its pure form) to create this iteration of what they dub
Post-Industrial Trance. This is the sound of the human spirit
crying out for release and sighing with relief when it realizes it
has become unbound. Certainly it is music for our times. Syna
Awel and Dyaa Zniber - vox & percussion; Gianna Greco - bass,
vox, computer, footage; François R. Cambuzat - guitars, vox,
computer, footage, research. - Tunisia/France

bringing together the disparate traditions of Indian music,
West African Blues and Jazz. Writing songs of breakup and love
with equal conviction, the combination of ethereal elegance
and raw urgency in her music is immediately welcoming and
ultimately universal, a sound quite unlike anything you’ve
heard. Her five-piece band is led by ace guitarist Rez Abbasi
whose accolades include frequent appearances in the Top Ten
Guitarists of Downbeat International Critics Poll. In addition to
two JUNOs, her seven albums have also garnered two
Canadian Folk Awards and Europe’s Songlines Award. Kiran’s
work has featured collaborations with leading musicians from
the Celtic and Fado worlds, as well as Malian super group,
Tinariwen. Her reworking of the classic Qawwali tune Mustt
Mustt has amassed over 3 million views online and the
inspiration that drove her to create it continues to inform her
music today. – New York, NY

Kitty & The Rooster

Jen Paches

kittyandtherooster.com

facebook.com/Jen-Paches-131097066999982
Jen Paches is a piano drummer singer
songwriter. She has been performing
throughout Europe and Canada for
decades. Her latest Opera “How I Saved the
World all by Myself” is a political satire and
her latest album ‘SHYLA WHO’ is a Rock Duo
with her brother Rob. He paints reality with
poems and drums like the son of Keith
Moon. Jen frames those lyrics into
classically quirky songs playing piano ‘with
the passion of Sid Vicious and Patti Smith’.
Hauntingly brilliant, pioneers not settlers
whoever they are, you can be assured they went too many
directions and are thrilled to be performing at the SCF 2022.
Thank-You Gillian and all the staff at SCF.

Kitty & The Rooster is a rock n’ roll
duo from Vancouver, BC that has
toured all across Canada, played a
cluck-ton of festivals including
Vancouver Folk Fest, opened for
Shannon & The Clams, and released
an album called One Gig Hard Drive. They are known for their
surf-tastic hooks, clever lyrics, and ridiculously fun shows.
Featuring Jodie Ponto on the stand-up cocktail drumkit and
Noah Walker on electric guitar, they have a new album - Ain’t
Pussyfootin’ Around - coming out soon! “The duo unleashes a
retro-spectacular sound that slots in nicely with Southern
Culture on the Skids, Shadowy Men on a Shadowy Planet, and
the Reverend Horton Heat.” - The Georgia Straight. –
Vancouver, BC

Makiisma

Jon Martin and Lovers

makiisma.com

jonmartinandlovers.ca

Jon Martin and Lovers is a gang
of pals from southern Alberta
that got together in 2019 to
make a hazy blend of AltCountry, Americana, and British pop music. Led by singersongwriter and multi-instrumentalist Jon Martin, …and Lovers
guides audiences across fields of enveloping melodies, through
tales of bittersweet love, and into the trenches of rock and roll.
The influence of life under prairie skies—with all of its beauty
and heartbreak—is heard ringing throughout every one of
their songs. The band features Jon Martin (vocals, piano,
guitar), Joel Grey (guitar, slide guitar, vocals), Max Hopkins
(keyboards, vocals), Paul Holden (bass), and Mick Hayward
(drums). Check out Jon’s new album, “This Could Be Our Year”.
– Lethbridge, AB

Kiran Ahluwalia

kiranmusic.com

Two-time JUNO winner Kiran
Ahluwalia’s open-hearted
vocals have established her as
one of global music’s most
compelling cross-pollinators

Megan Brown derives her unique sound
from a combination of heavy riff-driven
melodies and unexpected melodic changes
all topped with haunting vocals and soulful
violin to create songs in a genre the band
has lovingly called doom-folk. With the
help of her band, Brown, who is an
accomplished violinist, brings together
elements of the classical world with her passion for heavy, raw,
expressive music to create songs that lie somewhere between
Portishead, Black Mountain, and death gospel artist Chelsea
Wolfe. Makiisma released her debut album ‘Lady Misery’ in
March 2020. – Lethbridge, AB

Paul Silveria

paulsilveria.com
Paul Silveria is a musician, dance caller,
teacher, and community organizer who
puts connection at the heart of his work.
As an old-time banjo player, Paul has
developed an engaging repertoire of folk
songs, instrumentals, and vintage-styled
originals. Paul likes to interact directly
with his audience - sharing the stories
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behind the music, facilitating call-and-response, and even
getting people dancing! Originally from Portland Oregon he
has been performing, teaching, and calling dances across the
west for more than 15 years. He is a regionally renowned dance
caller whose high-energy, live-music square dances are
beginner friendly and cater to a diverse audience. He’s
performed at numerous festivals, pubs, dance halls, and
community venues up and down the West Coast, including the
Vancouver Folk Festival, the Mission Folk Festival, and many
more. – Vancouver, BC

Sandra Lamouche

sandralamouche.com

Indigenous cultures help us to
live a healthy and balanced life.
Many stories, practices, and
traditions are about promoting
life and abundance, balance,
unity and connection. Dance is one way we can return to the
holistic ways of life practiced by our ancestors- Nitona Miyo
Pimadisiwin (Seeking a Good Life), which is a balance of
spiritual, physical, emotional and mental health to create
healthy families and communities with each other and with the
earth. – Fort Macleod, AB

Terra Lightfoot
terralightfoot.com

Terra is a seasoned, hardworking and
accomplished powerhouse performer and
a sensitive, no nonsense songwriter of
immense depth and talent. Given the
combination of a conspiratorial universe
and Lightfoot’s hard work, Tara’s album
Consider the Speed is her most soulful,
soul-baring, soul-searching record to date.
Consider The Speed adds to an impressive legacy that already
includes 2018 Polaris Music Prize and JUNO nominations (Adult
Alternative Album of the Year) for New Mistakes, Road Gold
Certification thanks to her millions of miles logged around the
globe, including marquee tour dates supporting legendary
acts like Willie Nelson, Bruce Cockburn, and Blue Rodeo. On top
of all that (and being a songwriter and producer for hire), in
2019 Lightfoot also debuted The Longest Road Show, a touring
revue that brought some of Canada’s most groundbreaking
music-makers together for a jaw-dropping handful of nights in
Ontario. – Hamilton, ON

The Torchettes

thetorchettes.com

The Torchettes deliver a unique and
submersive harmony experience,
dripping with sensuality, the infectious
familiarity of 60’s soul, and hauntingly
deep blues & gospel undertones. These
prairie witches combine their sweet,
emphatic vocal tones to create a sound
somehow ahead of and behind its time.
Think Amy Winehouse backed by the Blackhearts, Wanda
Jackson fronting Hole, or Dolly Parton as triplettes; and you’ve
still only scratched the surface. – Calgary AB

Trio Svin

facebook.com/TrioSvin
Heavy grooves, deadly speed,
lethal licks, uncompromising
and raw, an uprising against all
the ‘nordic sentimental
folkmusic’ Trio Svin fights a
desperate battle, like
scratching a mosquito bite or like the rock in your shoe that
hurts just right. Trio Svin feels so good even though you know
it’s wrong. With a tongue-in-cheek attitude, a crazy musical
approach and a foundation in Bluegrass and Nordic folk music
Trio Svin fills a need nobody knew they had, like an ass-kicking
that you never asked for, but secretly wanted all along - folk
musical catharsis. Trio Svin was nominated in the category
“Talent of the Year” at the Danish Music Awards Folk in 2015
and 2020. Since then they’ve been playing shows in Denmark,
Sweden, Finland and even international waters. Magnus
Heebøll Jacobsen on percussion, Søren Vinther Røgen on
guitar, Thyge Søndertoft Van Dassen on the fiddle. – Denmark

VISUAL FEAST PROJECTIONS - Edmonton, AB
Never one to be
defined by the
traditional
constructs of art,
Tim’s work is
multidisciplinary,
resulting in
experimental films
and performances,
musical sculptures, installations, and photographic
environments. Images that question.
www.timfolkmann.ca
Patrick Arès-Pilon is a Strathern
born, multi-disciplinary artist.
Being afflicted by a rare
condition where he emanates
unusual levels of magnetism,
Patrick avoids using digital
technologies such as
computers, cell phones and
the internet in his daily
routine. Instead he embraces
analog technologies to create
original contemporary works
which have a heightened sense of physicality and sincerity.
L’art is a lifestyle for Patrick, he can be seen driving around our
fair city with a pair of loudspeakers on his vintage car, but he is
unseen when printing photographs in his darkroom. His art
has also transported him to Estonia, New York, Montréal,
Toronto and Calgary. - art gallery of alberta
interiorculture.wordpress.com/2018/02/02/its-like-steppinginto-your-brain
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Kidz’ Kountry
Same time same place - noon
to 4pm Saturday and Sunday
our vivacious Kidz’ Kountry
Koordinator Rhiannon will be on

hand to facilitate activities and
games in a relaxed and pleasant
environment for kids of all ages.

Come one, come all, no matter how tall!
Noon-4 pm, Saturday and Sunday
Site Map
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The elephant
in the room

We hate to bring it up because we’ve
been conked on the head for it a few
times, but we have an obligation to our
audience, volunteers, artists and our host
community regarding their safety. Covid19 is still waltzing around and there
are people close to us who have suffered
with the Omicron variant recently. All of
our artists have been vaccinated in order
to travel and it is incumbent upon us to
help them make it to their next shows in
good health and ultimately, at the end of
their tours, safely home again. We hope
you chose vaccination and regardless we
strongly encourage best practices while
you are at South Country Fair - distancing
outside of your cohort, hand washing and
masking when inside with others or in
close quarters anywhere. We gently insist that our audience respect everyone’s
space and choices as we all do our best
to remain safe. Be harmless… take care of
each other! Thank you for your attention
regarding this very important matter!!
				

Maureen Chambers

Recycling @ SCF
USE THE PROPER BINS, PLEASE!
“Hands up what separates their garbage!”
– Valdy, about 50 years ago
Garbage goes in the garbage bins and cans
go in the recycling bins. They are marked.
You need to take other stuff home and deal
with it properly from there. I know, I know,
conventional wisdom would have us believe
the world has completely gone past the point
of no return and there is really no use in even
bothering anymore. But, and it’s a big but,
Simone… if there is going to be anyone left to
fix the robots and driverless cars in a hundred
years we should maybe do something to help
our kids and grandkids get there. Y’know?
It’s been said for as long as any of us can
remember, but it’s worth repeating… you’re all
growed up now and I’m not your mother.
Thank you for your attention in this matter!
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Schedule 2022

Thursday
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Saturday
South Stage
MC - Ryland Moranz

Volunteer Party

12:00 pm

Emily Triggs

7:00 pm

The Alien Rebels

1:15 pm

8:15 pm

The Revibarators

SCF Sessions: Copperhead,
Hawksley Workman

After Dark

Visual Feast Projections

2:45 pm

Sandra Lamouche

3:15 pm

The Alien Rebels

4:30 pm

April Verch & Cody Walters

Friday
South Stage

MC – Steven Foord

MC – Emcee: Steven Foord

5:45 pm

Opening Ceremony, Address from
Organizers , Opening Prayer by
Lowell Yellowhorn

SCF Sessions: Kitty & The Rooster,
The Torchettes, A Million Dollars in
Pennies

7:15 pm

Circus Acts Insomniacs - Aerials

5:30 pm

Sandra Lamouche Hoop Dance

7:45 pm

Eugene Chadboum & Jen Paches

6:00 pm

SCF Sessions with: Emily Triggs,
Beautiful Joe

9:00 pm

Hawksley Workman

10:15 pm

Terra Lightfoot

11:30 pm

Ifriqiyya Electrique

12:45 am

Trio Svin

5:15 pm

MC – Andrew Scott
9:45 pm

Copperhead

10:55 pm

Circus Acts Insomniacs - Stage
performance

11:30 pm

Kitty & The Rooster

12:45 pm

Taylor Ackeman’s Global Acid Reset

Outreach
5:00 pm

Andrew Scott - Stronghold

6:00 pm

Sadlier-Brown Duo - Stronghold

NEED CASH? LOOK, THERE’S AN ATM!
It seems the inevitability of a cashless society
draws ever closer, but as we all know there are
times when the rough familiarity of cold hard
cash and the old tokens of trade are just something one has need of. Fear not for Providence
has smiled upon us once again in this regard
and bestowed SCF with a cash machine! Look for
it in the Fair Trade Mall…

East Stage
MC – John Wort Hannam
Noon

Makiisma

1:05 pm

SCF Sessions: Taylor Ackeman,
Big Fancy, Benj Rowland

2:35 pm

A Million Dollars in Pennies

3:40 pm

Paul Silveria

4:45 pm
Big Fancy & The Shiddy Cowboys
t
Lotos
Land – Awareness – 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
SCHEDULE: PLEASE COME BY THE LOTUS LAND TENT TO SEE POSTED
TIMES AND ALTERNATE LOCATIONS AND ANY SCHEDULE TWEAKING

9:00 am

THM & Superbrain Yoga with Patti & Kurt

10:00 am Yoga with Laurie
11:00 am Big Banishing for Stress Reduction with
Wendy Aikins
2:00 pm Ukulelee Workshop with Andrew Scott
(Beginners)
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Sunday
South Stage
12:00 pm

Movement Medicine with Alyshia

MC - Ryland Moranz
12:30 pm

Benj Rowland

1:45 pm

Beautiful Joe

2:55 pm

John Wort Hannam

3:30 pm

SCF Sessions: April Verch & Cody
Walters, Paul Silveria

4:45 pm

Sandra Lamouche Jingle Dress and
Round Dance Closing Ceremony

East Stage
MC – Scott Diehl
Noon

Terra Lightfoot

1:05 pm

Jon Martin & Lovers

2:05 pm

SCF Sessions: Trio Svin,
Eugene Chadbourne, Jen Paches

tLotos Land – Awareness – 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
SCHEDULE: PLEASE COME BY THE LOTUS LAND TENT TO SEE POSTED
TIMES AND ALTERNATE LOCATIONS AND ANY SCHEDULE TWEAKING

9:00 am

THM & Superbrain Yoga with Patti & Kurt

10:00 am Yoga with Laurie
11:00 am Back to Basics Talisman’s & Tools with
Wendy Aikins
2:00 pm Ukulelee Workshop with Andrew Scott
(Intermediate)

Awareness XXXIV
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This year we are using the Lotus Land tent during the day as our
main location for hosting most of our Awareness activities. It
is here where you can discover more about the facilitators and
activities that are being offered throughout the weekend as well
as any updates, times and alternate locations on the fair site...ie
front of South stage, behind the merch tent, or the grassy areas
for yoga. Also see the schedule page in the SCF 2022 program.
All workshops begin at the Lotus Land tent, unless otherwise
noted, and may run about 50-90 minutes. For all workshops and
activities, bring something to sit/lay on, dress comfortably and
participate at your own level of comfort.
THM and SUPERBRAIN YOGA (SBY) and the 5 Tibetans with
PATTI and KURT: Saturday and Sunday 9:00 am Lotus Land
Join Patti and Kurt as they prepare you for a guided Meditation
on Twin Hearts with 5 minutes of SBY and simple movements
to condition your physical and energy body to enable it
to receive and absorb the high energy that will flow into
you during the meditation. On Sunday, Kurt will include
the 5 Tibetan Rites exercises. Twin Heart Meditation (THM)
is an advanced meditation technique intended to achieve
illumination or universal consciousness through activation
and development of the heart and crown energy centers. The
heart and crown energy centers are referred to as “twin hearts”.
Meditation on Twin Hearts is an invaluable form of world
service that helps harmonize the earth by blessing it with
loving-kindness, peace, joy and goodwill.
5 Tibetan Rites: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j_
bY6REpIPE
THM: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N884jNJJpGc&list=R
DLVwjS4ZMuZpqw&index=1
SBY:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gm4zpx7ppYI
YOGA with LAURIE: Saturday and Sunday 10:00 am Grassy area
near Lotus Land
Laurie Darveau-Willms is a natural born nurturer to her five
kids, four cats, two dogs, and any other being (human or
otherwise) that crosses her path. It is that drive to care for
others that led her to teach yoga. Laurie’s classes are playful,
yet grounding, and she loves to focus on the union of breath
with movement. You can expect a vinyasa class with longer
holds to really sink into the balance of effort and ease. Laurie
hopes you leave her classes feeling strong and grounded
and ready for your next adventure. Catch up with Laurie and
her adventures at https://www.instagram.com/thiswild_
andprecious_life/
BIG BANISHING FOR STRESS REDUCTION with WENDY
AIKINS: Saturday 11:00 am Lotus Land
We all need sanctuary from the pressures of work,
relationships, politics or even our own busy brains. Not
everyone can meditate or find a 24 hour yoga ashram. In this
mini workshop you will learn to recognize when accidently
attracting unwelcome energy or perhaps you are feeling
invaded by something more troubling. This mini workshop
will help you create a zone of peace in your home and show
you some simple exercises to keep the world at bay while
you destress and decompress. For more than a dozen years
Wendy has done Psychic readings at the Fair, this year she is
looking forward to seeing people who come year after year
for readings and excited to welcome new people to her booth.
Trained in Palmistry by Dona Piercy, the only Psychic called
upon to testify as a professional witness in murder case, and
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a master numerologist, Wendy can read your palm, then pull
some cards for some tarot insight, or just give her your name
and you can find out why you are here and what you came to
do. Are you stuck? Confused? Want to know about that certain
someone? Feel like you are missing something? Drop by and
get a full reading or just pull a few cards for a quick answer on
that burning question. Wendy has been a professional Psychic
since 1993 and can not only give insight but help you remove
blockages that are keeping you from your true path with EFT,
NLP or light trance work.
BACK TO BASICS TALISMANS AND TOOLS WITH WENDY
AIKINS: Sunday 11:00 am Lotus Land
Join Wendy a lifelong student of magic and the craft and learn
about talismans. You will learn how to create your own from
everyday items, create sacred space, how to charge them, how
to use them. You might be surprised at how simply connecting
with an item can begin the creation of a positive energy tool.
Wendy will bring some supplies but if you have something
special you would like to charge in our sacred space, be sure to
bring it.
OWC GAMES and ACTIVITIES with SHANNON HART and
CONLAN DONAHUE: Friday and Saturday: See times at their
booth
Visit Shannon and Conlan, the 2022 Watershed Stewardship
Assistants with the Oldman Watershed Council (OWC), a
community-based, not-for-profit that works with everyone
to find practical solutions to environmental challenges that
impact us all. OWCs mission is to be a collaborative forum for
all voices, working for watershed health through education,
action, and stewardship. Go to their booth and learn about the
watershed we call home and about invasive species through
games and activities, as well as free stickers and tattoos!
Website: https://oldmanwatershed.ca/
https://oldmanwatershed.ca/blog-posts/2022/4/20/welcometo-our-2022-watershed-stewardship-assistants
UKULELE WORKSHOPS with ANDREW SCOTT: Saturday 2 pm
Beginner and Sunday 2 pm Intermediate Lotus Land
Andrew Scott is a singer/songwriter, performer, educator,
podcaster and father based in Beaumont, Alberta. His fun and
upbeat songs are a blend of traditional folk, blues, yodels and
chinwag storytelling. One thing he is particularly passionate
about is the ukulele. Swing by for either the beginner or
intermediate workshop and see what the fuss is all about! All
ages and stages welcome!
FAMILY SPIN JAM with MEGAN AND LAURIE: Saturday 3:15 pm
and Sunday 1:45 pm South Stage
Family Spin Jam is happening at a stage near you! Enjoy the
audience enjoying the musicians, with dance ribbons, hula
hoops and other flow objects. Feel free to participate or watch.
Megan Fester and Laurie Darveau-Willms bring dance and flow
to the stages of the Fair to engage you- The Fair People- in
play, collaboration, and community creation. All participants
are teachers and students as we enjoy the glorious melodies
of the Fair. Megan Fester hoops by heart, offering hooping
workshops within the school and community setting. Laurie
Darveau-Willms is a yoga teacher, creator of community, and
play enthusiast. Come play and create some magic with us!!
Megan Fester: meganffester@gmail.com, Laurie DarveauWillms: ldarvwill@gmail.com
Saturday 3:15 PM ALIEN REBELS and Sunday at 1:45 PM
BEAUTIFUL JOE
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BEAUTY FROM THE INSIDE OUT with ROBYN: Sunday 11:00 am
Behind the Merch Tent
Feeling sluggish and in need of a pick me up?Get RE-charged
and RE-energized… the natural way!
This FREE 1-hour workshop features delicious and nourishing
goodies – to EAT, to DRINK, to BREATHE in, as well as put on
your SKIN! You will also receive TIPS & TRICKS on how to get the
GLOW. Robyn is VERY passionate about helping YOU live your
best life ever! She also wants to make sure you are having FUN
while doing it :)
Robyn is the founder of Robyn Lilley Skincare offering private/
group nourishment classes on being healthy, general nutrition
& natural skincare.
Attention Musicians & Backstage Guests: Please keep an eye
out for the complimentary “Skin Rejuvenation Station” in
various locations throughout the weekend!
Follow her on Facebook & Instagram: Robyn Lilley Skincare
Website: RobynLilley.com.
NIA with ALYSHIA-GRACE HOBDAY Sunday 12 NOON Front of
South Stage
Do you like to move your body to music? Connect with the
earth? Smile so hard your face hurts? Then Nia is for you!
Nia is a beautiful blend of dance arts, martial arts and healing
arts.No experience necessary.
Come experience the JOY of movement in YOUR body’s way.
www.nianow.com
WALKING THE LABYRINTH: Come discover the labyrinth
experience this weekend, situated behind the East
stage. A labyrinth is one of the oldest contemplative and
transformational tools known to humankind, used for centuries
for prayer, ritual, initiation and personal and spiritual growth.
Entering the serpentine path of a labyrinth, you walk slowly
while quieting your mind and focusing on a question or prayer.
The labyrinth represents a journey to your own center and back
again and out into the world. Feel free to visit the labyrinth
anytime during the fair.
https://labyrinthsociety.org/
http://www.labyrinths.org/labyrinthbasicinfo.pdf
Facebook: The Labyrinth Society Global Group
SCHEDULE: PLEASE COME BY THE LOTUS LAND TENT TO
SEE POSTED TIMES AND ALTERNATE LOCATIONS AND ANY
SCHEDULING CHANGES
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SCF MERCHANTS & VENDORS
Artisans
The Flying Uterus – A long-time vendor at the fair is
a collective of four generations of women that offer
of unique variety of treasures. UpCycled and vintage
clothing of all sizes. Men’s pearl snap shirt and patchwork
for the entire family. Stop by for a visit and a hand
crocheted beer koozie by grandma Pat, a much needed
addition to everyone’s SCF gear.
Henna Artistry and more – Aurora from Henna Artistry
has been decorating SCF attendees for a few years now
and it is by far her favourite event of the summer season.
An Internationally Certified Natural Henna Artist since
2014, she is also an insured member in good standing of
the Canada Association of Face and Body Artists. Come
visit Henna Artistry’s booth to be adorned, we offer
natural, hand mixed henna, festival sparkles and new this
year, airbrushed, water resistant tattoos! You might just
find some magic wands and tiny fairy houses there too!
Simply Paka
The Urban Gypsy – The Urban Gypsy: Handcrafted
leather goods set with crystal gemstones including
belts, bags, journals and more. Including high-end
macrame jewelry with semi-precious stones, charms,
dreamcatchers, feather accessories along with a small
selection of clothes and trinkets from abroad, the Urban
Gypsy offers a steampunk aesthetic and a bohemian flare.
Wendy The Destiny Coach – Counsellor and psychic
for 20+ years.-Tarot – Channel – palmistry - master
numerologist -Reiki Master Trainer - Master Trainer
Hypnotherapy- -Practitioner level NLP - EFT - Sabotage
Clearing and Goals enhancement -Dreamers workshops
- Trainer in the psychic gifts-Boho fashions, felt items and
jewelry

Food Vendors
Cascading Mini Donuts – We sell hot fresh mini donuts
by the dozen! We have a variety of toppings including
icing sugar, chocolate and caramel syrup and of course
cinnamon sugar. Follow your nose to the donut cart with
the blue stripes and flashing lights. Not to be missed!
Crepe Affair has been serving Fresh, French, Fast crepes
since 2015, we use a made from scratch homemade
recipe, it is sure to please. We offer a wide variety sweet
and savoury crepes that are sure to satisfy any craving.
From our hand sliced ham and slow roasted chicken
to our delicious sweet crepes made with peaches,

strawberries, chocolate and bananas. Our smoothies are
100% fruit with no added sugars and our homemade
Ice Caps are made using the finest coffee we can source.
Come for the crepes & refreshing drinks, leave with a
smile and feeling satisfied. Try us out and see why we are
still rated 5 stars on our Facebook page.
Food off the Grid
Jamaican deliciousness
Piggyback Poutinerie EST 2014 – Offering Many
AWESOME fried goods. Large selection of poutines, deep
fried dill pickles, deep fried mac and cheese.
Grandma NUM NUM’s Baking creates artisan baked
breads, and sweets, that will bring back memories of
Grandma’s kitchen. Our recipes have been tried and
perfected throughout the generations. We do not add
preservatives and use all natural ingredients. We support
local producers whenever we can.
Simply Siam – Our goal at Simply Siam is to provide
authentic, healthy and delicious Thai food to the public.
Every dish that is served is made with a high quality
of standard, cleanliness and freshness. We combine
modern-creative and traditional Thai styles of cooking.
Our main chef and owner is from Thailand and has
many years’ experience cooking and he always cooks
flavorsome and great tasting food. We have glutenfree, meat, vegan and vegetarian options. We use
biodegradable serving dishes and cutlery, and we are
familiar with the Zero Waste Policy. We are a family run
business, based out of Nelson, B.C. and are happy to
bring a taste of Thailand to new and old customers.
Boler bar – The Boler Bar is a retro artisan-style coffee
bar in a 70s Boler trailer. Serving quality espresso based
beverages for the caffeine lovers out there as well as
loose leaf tea and more.
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Green Onion Cakes
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Press down with the palm of your hand and roll
out to 8” circle.
Flour as needed to avoid sticking.
3. Heat roughly 1 tsp of vegetable oil, shortening
or lard in frying pan until hot and cook green
onion cake until browned, lift, add more oil and
turn.
4. Dip and enjoy!
Dipping Sauce Ingredients
Mix:

This version of green onion cakes results in a
delicious flaky cake. They’re a little more work than
the doughy variation, but well worth the effort.
Course: Appetizer

2 tsp chili sauce (Sambal Oelek)
4 Tbsp soy sauce
2 tsp minced garlic

Servings: 8

5 Tbsp Chinese red vinegar
(can substitute red wine vinegar)

Dough Ingredients

1 Tbsp Chinese black vinegar
(can substitute rice wine vinegar)

3 1/3 cups flour
1 1/4 cups boiling water
(If you like your cakes a little fluffier add 1 TBSP of
baking soda, and 1/4 tsp of baking powder.)
Filling Ingredients
Sesame oil
Salt
1 bunch green onion with greens chopped
Instructions
1. Mix with dough hook for 5 minutes until satiny.
Cover and let rest for 30 minutes.
2. Assembly:
On lightly floured surface, cut into 8 portions.
Roll portions into roughly 8” circles.
Brush with sesame oil, sprinkle with salt and green
onions.
Roll circle into cylinder, then wrap cylinder into
a coil. (This is what makes the cake flaky and
layered.)
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Coordinators
Producer & Outreach – Maureen Chambers
Artistic Director – Gillian Moranz
AD‘s Assistants – Alex Westwood, Glenna Westwood
Awareness – Patti Goodstriker
Depth Charges/Comic Relief – Trent Moranz
Volunteer Guru – April Hutchinson
Electrician – Scott Howe, Jeff Strand
Stage Manager – Ry Moranz, Tanya Weder
Instrument Lockup – Cooper Fleming
Environment – Wendy Baker
Reclamation – Your Name Here
Strike Coordinator – Pablo Soto
Emergency Response Coordinator – Dan Courcelles
Artists’ Lounge – Amy Cavers, Curtis Cavers
Medical Aid – Maxine Henry
De-escalation Specialists – Dan Courcelles, Jory
Draper, Kyle Green, Jordis Blackmer, Scott Howe
Outreach – Tyson Wiebe
Photography - Jeff Strand/Black Caddis

Production, Sound, & Lights - Steve Loree & Scott
Franchuck
Site – TJ Smith, Greg Jones
Camp Hosts – Dan Smith, Barry Yorgason
Admin Assistant – Chris Jerwin
Festival Program – Terry Smith
Social Media – Jessica Glombick, Gillian Moranz
Box Office – Chris Chambers, Riet Kleissen, Melinda
Greenaway, Kathy DeGinnus
Merch Tent – Matt Kurylo
Fair Market – Gary Unser, Lucas Willumsen
Hospitality – Lee Holfeld, Kelsey Reichart
Conviviality – John Willumsen
Water Boy – Ron Kingston
Jammin’ – Your Name Here
Kidz’ Kountry – Rhiannon Beckett, Mike Lawson
Parking – Jillian Barnes, Jeremy Smith, Richard Lewis
Checkpoint Firewood – Gary Klotz
Catcher of Rare Moments – Freeman Andrus

A Very Special Thanks To...
If we subconsciously articulated our thoughts in terms
of debt we would be forever indebted to the following
most excellent, tasty folks but semantics is everything,
eh? We instead extend our deep respect and enduring
gratitude to them. If we missed anybody we owe you
one!
Special thanks first and foremost to our wee village
of dedicated volunteers and as always the residents
of Lyndon Road, and to Chance Industries, Tanya
Weder, Brenda Brandley, Tim Donahue, Gerry Kleissen,
Skyspeed Telecom, Jeff Strand/Black Caddis, Volker
Stevin, Waymark Event Services, Ron Kingston,
Economy Lumber, Town & Country Liquor, Hansen’s
Family Foods, Uncle Nortie & WaveTech for all the
great years, Blair & Kathy Deginnus, Georgia & Peter
Hansen, Don & Susan Craig, Kerry Clarke, WRAD/
WFFC, CAPACOA, The University of Lethbridge,
CKXU, CJSW, CKUA, North Country Fair, The Macleod
Gazette, Stronghold Brewing Co, Steven Ford & The
Owl Acoustic Lounge, The Slice Bar & Grill, all the boys

down at Public Works, The Town of Fort MacLeod,
Fort MacLeod Fish & Game Association, Fort Macleod
Bottle Depot, and last but not least the unseen host
of humble folk who habitually stand just out of the
light. Special special thanks to James Mcdowell, our
stage manager emeritus extraordinaire for three
decades of dedication!
To Ellen McIlwaine, Bill Bourne, Andrew Jacob Hiebert
aka Big Rude Jake, Bob Gray, Wayne Hales, Joseph
Gasseling, Bastiaan & Geertje de Peuter, John Prine,
Norma Waterson, Harp Dog Brown, Kelly Joe Phelps,
Ronnie Hawkins, Gene Taylor, Nanci Griffith, Paddy
Maloney, Robbie Shakespeare, Mike Nesmith, Lyle Mays,
Genesis P-Orridge, Eric Weissberg, Little Richard, Jimmy
Cobb, Bonnie Pointer, Peter Green, Judy Dyble, Justin
Townes Earle, Simeon Coxe, Toots Hibbert, Johnny
Nash, Spencer Davis, Jerry Jeff Walker - vaya con dios mi
hermanas y hermanos. It’s
been a rough three years.
Till we meet again.
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Merch Tent!
Yes – despite the subjective,
virtual pressures and
assault of modern
technology there still exists
the very real, objective
reality of actual merch and
we have some to sell! Drop
in and say hi to Matt and
his jolly crew to shop for
featured artist CDs, bling,
SCF merch and sundry. It’s
a Brave New World!

